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The meeting was call=d to order at 10.40 a.m. 

AGENDA ITE~B 30 TO 45, 120 AND 121 (continued) 

Mr. EI1AN (Israel): Draft resolution A/C.l/34/1.12, having 

circulated in this Committee for some time, and having undergone a bit of 

cosmetic surgery, was finally submitted on 8 November. It underwent an 

additional and meaningless alteration in the form of Revision 1, which has 

done little to lessen the harm which might be inflicted on the Centre for 

Disarmament by the demands made on it in operative paragraph 6 of the 

unrevised text of A/C.l/34/1.12. 

The United Nations, various departments of its Secretariat and the 

specialized agencies have had their efficiency greatly impaired in the last 

decade by the process of politicization. Instead of pursuing the tasks for 

which they were created, many United Nations bodies are now forced to waste 

their time and budgets in complying with the demands made on them by 

anti-Israel resolutions cf the General Assembly adopted by the automatic 

voting majority at the disposal of the Arab States. The newly-created 

Centre for Disarmament, which has already proved itself an effective arm 

of the United Nations in disseminating objective information to the world 

on the dangers of the arn~ament race, is now similarly being threatened by 

draft resolution A/C.l/34/1.12/Rev.l. 
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Instead of beinc; allmred to devote itself to objective 

about arma.."'llent end disarmament might be askf'd to perforra a tasl<:. which vrould 

make it serve the political and an ends of Arab States in their cal 

I·Tarf~cre IsraPl. 'I'he of operative paragraphs 6 and 7 of 

A/C.1/3L./1. .1 in asking the Secretary~Gf'neral prepare a study on 

the ~:srael nuclear armament~;: ln essence makes research imposs 

by prejudicing the issue on the on that such nuclear armament in fact 

exists. 'I'he rest -if one may say so -- of the s is clearly discernable. 

If draft resolution A/C.l/34/1.12/Rev.l is adopted~ the Arab propaganda machine~ 

fed lJy petrodollars, will see to it that suitable cles appear in 

publ:i.cc:.t:i.ons all over the world 

crm<-!T1ent ''. These articles 

the Secretariat of the Un:i. ted 

of the General Assembly. This 

authori t proof of Arab 

transparent and familiar. 

giving new· '·facts'' about ;;Israel 1 s nuclear 

have to be collected, analysed and quoted by 

and reported to the thirty-sixth 

will then be quoted as so--called 

ons against Israel. The pattern is both 

The postponement of the sion of the findine;s by one year in draft 

resoJ..uti.on A/C.l/31+/1.12/Rev.l does little, as I said, to lessen the intrinsic 

harm that be inflicted by the orie;inal version of the draft res to 

the credibility and standing of the Centre for Disarmament as an impartial of 

objeet:i.ve research. 

I should to discuss draft resolution A/C.l/34/1.12/Rev.l in 

entirety. 

I had occasion in my intervention on 5 November to describe in detail the 

political circumstances, in terms of inter-Arab , which prompted 

to sub:rrd. t the substcmce of i tern 121, first to the special session, and 

later as a draft resolution to the thirty-third regular session of the General 

Assera.bly. Draft resolution A/C.l/34/1.12/Rev.l~ dressed in 

clothing, a continuation of that same Iraq_i 'lvhich 1-ras zed 

by the Stockholm International Peace Research Institute anu adopted vrith dent 

reluctance the thirty-third session. 
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At this point, :i.t mRY be useful to look at the Iraqi resolution of last 

year, Rnd at sulJjects th:~t were onitted from this year 1s folloH-up 

draft resolution. They ar<: princ:i:pally paragraphs that dec:tlt conventional 

weapons, and uhich expressed concern for a ;;ra.pid d or 

"escale~tion of Israel armRment 11 and a request to the Security Council to ;;refrain 

from any supply of arms, anmunition) military equipment or veh:i.cles, or spare 

thereof to Israel, uithout any exception". 

The omission of all nent:i.on of conventional armament ~n A/C.l/34/1.12/Rev.l 

was no doubt due to the re<Lli on on the part of the rulers of Baghdad that 

a country like lvhich today is acknmrledged as the importer of 

1:::ry hard'fare :i.n the tld.rd 1Jorld, is ill sui ted to point a finger at anyone 

the matter of acqu:i. on of arms. £ven in Baghdad they must have 

realized that in a body such as this, cormnitted to the cause of 1vorld 

disarmament, a repetition ·)f Iraq's demand that Israel) and only Israel, be 

disarrned, will meet 1-lith OJlposition or lacl~ of support of all Member States 

who still cast their vote on merit, and not blindly in response to bloc 

allegiance. 

The Iraqi draft also from telling the Security Council :i.n quite 

such blunt language ~ts a year ac;o how best to go about business. 

Nevertheless , last year 1 s resolution, though discreetly tucked a1fay 

the of A/C.l/3h/L.l2/Rev.l, is still recalled and still remains 

fi mainstay of this ;;rec:tris initiative. As the periEanent representative of 

Israel had occasion to state in this Committee last year: 

the automat:i.c voting majority at the al of the Arab 

States the presence of an accusation against Israel J.n a resolution of 

the General As also ensures its almost automatic adoption o although, 

of course~ it is in i ~;self no proof of its veracity. 

circle thus created truly vi ous. First, an accusation 

hoHever unfounded and hm·rever untrue ~ railroaded through the General 

Ass , later the authors of the slander need only a United Nations 

resolution to substan1;iate, ciS it were their oricinally false 

allec;ations: .. (A/C.l/:l3/PV.51, p. 23-25) 
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resolution~ if passed, ¥rill no doubt be n>c::.~~lled in an 

n~solutJon next year; and thus th(~ tangled •:reb of lies w:i.ll be weaved 

unt:i l nobody rPJT,embers any more that :i. t all orig:i.n1::1ted in a momentary need of 

J.n 1978 to splay its oneupmanship against ooli.tical rivals in the Arab 

>:v-orld. 

By abrmdon:i.nQ; the mention of conventional vle8.pons and by accusing Israel of 
I 

trying either to acquire or of possessing nuclear capability o Iraq has shifted 

into <1 far safer area of slander, -vrh•re hearsny, rumour and speculA.tion can be 

served up as irrefut<~ble ev:idencl~. Draft resolution A/C.l/34/1.12/Rev.l is 

doinc just this i.n the first preambular paragraph. Eo ,;increasing information 

And evi dcnce" lvh8.t soever has been made public to substantiate the Iraqi 

allegation that Israel is ';ainin,s at tht~ acquisition and development of nuclear 

•reapons ;; . TherPfore 9 the condemnation of Israel :i.n operative paragraph 4 

is 1:aseC. on an on which has not been proved to anyone"' s satisfaction, 

to that of Iraq ~ its ~llies. 

In my statement of 5 November, I enur.1erated a l5.st of countries that have 

either s:i.;;ned and not ratified or not signed at all the Non--Proliferation Treaty 

the tot8l number of which ',.;as 49. I should now to read out a list of 

non rtuclear \veapon States pr~rt:i.es to the Non ~Proliferation ':C'reaty, vrhich 

31 D~cember 1970 had not cO:ti11Jlied with article III, paragraph 4, of the 

stipulating the deadline for the entry into force of the relevant safeguard 

to be concluded 1ri th the International A-comic Energy /',gency, :-md I am 

quoting the of the Agency, A/31f/4Ci7: Bahamas., Benin, Bolivia, Botswana., 

Burundi<, Central AfricM Republic, Chad, Costa Rica, Democratic 

Gabon, Gambia, Grenada, Guatemala, Guinea-Bissau, Hlriti, Ivory Coast, Kenya, 

Lao People; s Democratic Republic, Liberifl", Li Arab , ~~~ali, Ealta, 

, Panama, Peru 9 fur<:>.nda, Samoa, San Marino, , Sierra Leone, Somalia, 

Syrinn Aretb Jepublic, Togo, 'L'once., Tunisia, United Republic of Cameroon, Upper 

Volt<1 nnd V<?nezuPla. 
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(Mr. Eilan, Israel) 

If one reads both lists, the one I submitted the other day and the list I 

have just read out, operative paragraph 3 in A/C.l/34/L.l2/Rev.l is clearly 

discriminatory in singling out Israel for censure on a matter in which, in one 

manner or another, 87 Memb:=r-States find themselves in the s&'!le position as Israel. 

In fact, operative paragraph 3 is hypocritical, unless it addresses itself to the 

majority of Member-States ::>f this Organization. 

However, the height of hypocrisy is reached if one reads the list of 

co-sponsors of draft resol.1tion A/C.l/34/L.l2/Rev.l -that is to say, of Member

States which, in operative paragraph 3, call upon Israel to submit all its nuclear 

facilities to inspection bv the International Atomic Energy Agency and, in 

operative paragraph 4, acc.1se Israel of trying to acquire nuclear capability. 

Out of the co-sponsors ::>f draft resolution A/C.l/34/L.l2/Rev.l, 20 States have, 

in one way or another, not done what Israel is asked to do. Three States signed 

but did not ratify the Non-Proliferation Treaty: Democratic Yemen, Yemen and 

Kuwait. Eleven States - ll co-sponsors of this draft resolution - did not 

the Non-Proliferation Treaty at all: Algeria, Angola, Bahrain, Cuba, Djibouti, 

Mauritania, Mozambique, Gm:m, Qatar, Saudi Arabia, and the United Arab Emirates. 

In addition, six of the C)-sponsors did not comply with the safeguard 

regulations: Benin, Libya, Mali, Tunisia, Soualia and If this draft 

resolution is adopted, the delegation of Israel will be delighted to give the 

widest possible publicity to it, including the list of co-sponsors and the 

attitude of most of them t::> the Treaty on the Non-Proliferation of Nuclear 

Weapons. 

Finally, the submissi)n of the Iraqi draft resolution, and especially the 

first preambular paragraph, is nothing but a very transparent to divert 

the world's attention from the frantic efforts on the part of three countries, 

Iraq, Libya and Pakistan, to establish a new nuclear axis. If one is to express 

oneself in the language of the first preambular paragraph, there is indeed cause 

for alarm in the increasing information and evidence regarding the activities 

aimed at the acquisition and development of nuclear weapons by the three States 

I have just mentioned. 
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(~1r. Eilan, Israel) 

The same goes for the third preambular paragraph. If one speaks of 

nuclear collaboration which is to be condemned, it is that of Pakistan, Libya 

and Iraq. As for South Africa, my Government has repeatedly, and as recently as 

2 November of this year, categorically denied the existence of nuclear 

collaboration between Israel and South Africa which, as I said in my statement 

of 5 November, exists only in the minds of people who wish to associate Israel 

with South Africa for transparent political reasons. If I wished to follow the 

example of the Iraqi representative, I could quote as many publications as he 

did - and they are of recent vintage - to present a very detailed account 

describing the very serious measures that are now under way to substantiate my 

chare:;es regarding Palcistan, Libya and Iraq. 

I shall, however, content myself with mentioning the Iraqi Ambassador to 

Brazil, who, according to an Associated Press dispatch of 29 September this year, 

openly expressed Iraq's intention to develop the atom bomb. The President of 

Iraq, Sadam Hussein, according to an Iraqi news agency, made a reference to 

nuclear weapons as recently as 25 October and added that Iraq will have to look 

for e.ppropriate measures to achieve a victory over the Zionist enemyo 

In other words, draft resolution A/C.l/34/L.l2/Revol, the Iraqi statements 

ln this Committee, the words of the Iraqi Ambassador to Brazil and the speech of 

the President of Iraq are nothing else but attempts to justify and pave the way 

for the acquisition by Iraq of nuclear capability. This is the real purpose of 

draft resolution A/C.l/34/Lol2/Rev.l, now before this Committee. 

Mr. VELISSAROPOULOS (Greece) (interpretation from French): Very briefly, 

I should like to express the views of my delegation on the draft resolution 

contained in document A/34/29 concerning the transformation of the Indian Ocean 

into a zone of peace. I,1y country is a member of the Ad Hoc Committee and very 

soon we will be called upon to approve the draft resolution submitted to uso 
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(Mr . Velissaropoulos, Greece ) 

In the light of the difficulties of the problen1 , it might be said that 

the r esults of t he Hor k of t he Meeting of t he Li ttor al and Hinterland States of 

the Indian Ocean, as well as those of the Hork of the Ad Hoc Committee , have 

been generally satisfactory, and I believe that they g ive just cause for 

grat i ficat ion. ~Je should like, nevertheless, t o recall some of t he comments we 

made in the Ad Hoc Commi ttee at t he July meeting , because in our vi ew it is 

essential that our actions be directed t o,.,ar ds ac hieving t angibl e resul ts without 

becoming involved in a situation Hhere eood intent i ons are swal lowed up i n t he 

quicksand of obstacles \mich, since they are foreseeable, are avoidable if vre 

f olloH the right method . 
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(Mr. Velissaropoulos, Greece) 

In fact, one of the main concerns of my delegation - and, I note, of a number 

of other delegations - arises from the doubts about the effectiveness of the Ad Hoc 

Committee's work if it were deprived of the participation of countries that are 

permanent members of the Security Council and of countries that are the principal 

maritime users of the Indian Ocean. Therefore it is to be hoped that there will be 

an appropriate expansion of the membership of the Ad Hoc Committee, because that 

alone could assure the establishment of the conditions necessary for the solution 

of the problems, and in particular of those presented by paragraphs 14, 15 and 19 

of the Final Document of the July Meeting (A/34/45). Therefore, we hope that the 

talks between the Soviet Union and the United States will be resumed and that, very 

soon, those two com1tries will take their places in the Ad Hoc Committee. Having 

said that, we would add that we maintain the position that the implementation and 

interpretation of resolution 2832 (XXVI) of 1971 are above all the responsibility 

of the countries of the Indian Ocean region. 

A second comment is related to the enormous variety of geopolitical conditions 

existing in the different maritime regions of the world. Greece views a future 

agreement on the Indian Ocean as affecting that ocean alone, and one whose clauses 

cannot constitute a precedent for a similar agreement elsewhere. 

A third observation concerns the consensus. We believe that for an agreement 

to be effective it must be the result of a consensus, because only then can we 

expect that it will be respected by all. In keeping with that line of reasoning, 

it would be advisable to re-examine certain of the results of the work of the 

Ad Hoc Committee and of the Meeting of the Littoral and Hinterland States when, as 

we hope, the countries invited to do so take an effective part in the work of the 

Ad Roc Committee and, consequently, in the work of the Preparatory Committee for 

the Conference. 

I shall not dwell on other views held by my delegation, so as not to take up 

more of the Committee's time. They have been expressed already in the past, either 

at meetings of the Ad Hoc Committee or, more particularly, in a statement made in 

July by the Permanent Representative of Greece to the United Nations. I shall 

merely· recall the affirmation that our country, as one of the principal maritime 

users of the Indian Ocean, ardently hopes that the work of the Ad Hoc Committee 

and, in due course, that of the conference on the Indian Ocean will come to a 

successful conclusion as speedily as possible, since that will contribute to the 
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strengthE"ning of the princi}le of .freedom of international navigation, in 

accordance with internationu la"IY· and with customs, to which Greece L:~ firmly 

attached. We therE-fore tru:rt. that progress can be made in the preparatory work of 

the conference, but there a~ain we have to stress the fundamental importance that 

we attach to an enlarged participation such as we have described in the work of the 

Ad Hoc Committee. 

Accordingly, we shall ·.rote in favour of' thE' draft resolution contained in 

document A/34/29. Despite :i few uncertainties that some of its paragraphs leave 

pending, it does constitute a forward step and provides a vigorous impetus towards 

fresh efforts. 

Mr. PETROVSKY (Un:i.on of Soviet Socialist Republics) (interpretation from 

Russian): The delegation of the SoviE't Union has asked to bE' allow<>d to speak in 

order to introduce the draf·; resolution contained in document A/C.l/34/L. 

concerning the non-stationing of nuclear weapons on the tE>rritories of States whE"re 

there are no such weapons a-~ present, a draft resolution \vhose sponsors, along with 

the Soviet Union, are the d·~legations of Afghanistan, Bulgaria, the Byelorussian 

Soviet Socialist Republic, Czechoslovakia, Democratic Yemen, Ethiopia, the German 

Democratic Republic, Hungar;r, the Lao People's Democratic RE"public, Mongolia, 

Poland, Romania, the Ukrainian Soviet Socialist Republic and Viet Nam. 

In that draft resolution there is a proposal on the need to examinE> 

possibilities for an international agreemE-nt on the non-stationing of nuclear 

weapons on the territories of States where there are no such weapons at present, 

and for this purpose the Se•!retary-General is requested to call upon all States to 

transmit to him their opinions and suggestions regarding the possibility of 

concluding the aforementioned agreement and to submit a report on this question to 

the General Assembly at its thirty-fiftn session. 

As is known, at its se:>sion last year the General Assembly, by an overwhelming 

majority of 105 votes, adop·~ed resolution 33/91 F, which calls upon all nuclear

weapon States to refrain from stationing nuclear weapons on thE> territories of 

States where there are no s11ch weapons at present, and also calls upon all 

non-nuclear-weapon States which do not have nuclear weapons on their territories to 

refrain from any steps which would directly or indirectly result in the stationing 

of such weapons on their te:::-ritories. 
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(Mr. Petrovsky 2 USSR) 

It was pointed out in the resolution how positive was the significance of the 

territorial limitation of the stationing of nuclear weapons in the interests of the 

maintenance of peace and security and the prevention of a nuclear war, and also in 

the interest of achieving the larger objective of the subsequent complete 

withdrawal of nuclear weapons from the territories of other States. 

The Soviet Union, as is known, indicated its readiness to accept the 

obligation not to station nuclear weapons on the territories of those States where 

there are no such weapons at present and has called on other nuclear-Powers to do 

likewise. The adoption by the thirty-third session of the General Assembly of 

resolution 33/91 F on this question has demonstrated the agreement of the 

overwhelming majority of States Members of the United Nations to take practical 

steps to prevent the further stationing of nuclear weapons. 

In the light of this clearly stated intention, it is apparently necessary now 

to consider further concrete action concerning the realization of this purpose. In 

our opinion, one of the possible ways of implementing the decision of the General 

Assembly to prevent the stationing of nuclear weapons on the territories of States 

where there are no such weapons at present could be, for instance, the conclusion 

of an international agreement that would be couched in the form of a treaty and 

would place obligations, on the one hand, on nuclear-weapon States not to station 

nuclear weapons on the territories where there are no such weapons at present and, 

on the other hand, on non-nuclear-weapon States to refrain from any measures which 

might result in the stationing of such weapons on their territories. 

This is the view of the Soviet Union concerning the subsequent steps involved 

in the implementation of resolution 33/91 F of the General Assembly of the United 

i~ations. In our opinion, it would be useful to know now how the other States 

Members of the United Nations visualize further action on this question and what 

they think of the possibilities of the international agreement that I have just 

referred to. This is precisely the purpose of the draft resolution that is now 

being introduced. 
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(Mr. Petrovslcy, USSR) 

The delegation of the Soviet Union considers that the study of the 

views of the various States concerning the ~ossibilities for an 

international agreement en the non-stationing of nuclear weapons on the 

territories of States ~-rhere there are no such weapons at present would 

greatly help in determining the concrete action that could be taken 

to attain this objective. In this connexion, we express the hope that such 

opinions and consideraticns of States as may be submitted to the 

thirty-fifth session of the General Assembly might aid in achieving 

the most optimal means of implementing the goals outlined in the resolutions of 

previous sessions of the General Assembly on the subject under 

consideration. 

In conclusion, the delegation of the Soviet Union wishes to eXJ_ress 

the hope the proposed draft resolution 1-lill command the widest possible 

support. 

Mr. de LA GORCE. (France) (interpretation from French): The French 

delegation, in its statement to the First Committee on 29 October, announced 

that, with regard to agenda item 42 (i), 1·re intended to submit a draft 

resolution on a study of the technical, legal and financial implications 

of establishing an international satellite monitoring agency. This draft 

resolution has nm-r been circulated as document A/C.l/34/1.21 and, on 

behalf of its 38 sponsors, I have the honour to submit it for consideration. 

The sponsors are as follovrs: Argentina, Australia, Austria, Bangladesh, 

Belgium, Bolivia, Brazil, Canada, the Central African Republic, Chile, Colombia, 

Ecuador, Egypt, France, Ghana, Greece, Haiti, India, Indonesia, Italy, 

Liberia, Nauritius, Mexic::>, the Netherlands, Nigeria, Pakistan, Peru, 

the Philippines, Portue;al, Senegal, Sri Lanka, Svreden, Togo, Tunisia, 

Uganda, Upper Volta, Yugoslavia and Zaire. 
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(~1r. de La Gorce, France) 

The French delegation is gratified at the support that uas given 

by so many delegations to a proposal to continue the study undertaken by 

the Secretary-General, with the assistance of a group of qualified 

covernmental experts, pursuant to resolution 33/71 J adopted last year 

by the General Assembly. May I here express r;,y vrarmest thanks to those 

delegations. 

I do not intend here to analyse the progress report of the 

Group of Governmental Experts submitted to the General Assembly as an 

Annex to the Secretary--General's report and circulated on 18 September 

as document A/34/540. Suffice it to recall its conclusions, to which 

the French delegation already referred in its statement of 29 October: 

"The Group fully recognized the valuable contribution which 

monitorine; by satellites could make to the verification of 

certain parts or types of arms-control and disarmament agreements. 

This contribution from satellites to the verification process 

must not in general be seen as excluding other means of verification. 

The Group also appreciated the positive role that satellite monitoring 

could play in preventing or settling crises in various parts of the 

world and thus contributing to confidence-building among nations. 

The Group considered the gradual approach to the establishment 

of an international satellite monitoring agency technically 

feasible and saw· in it a vray to limit and control the financial 

commitments required from the international community. Hith 

respect to the legal nature of the agency, it appeared that action 

would have to be taken to ensure its independence, vThich would 

constitute an essential guarantee for the objectivity of its 

analyses . " (A/ 34/540 Annex, -para. 23) 

These conclusions, which vrere adopted unanimously by the group of 

experts, as well as the report itself are only of a preliminary nature. 

The experts - and I vTish here to pay a tribute to the hic;h quality of 

their work ... in the course of the tHo sessions •rhich they held this year, 
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( f.1r. de La Gorce~ France) 

examined the nu~erous and complex questions posed by the establishment 

of an international satellite monitoring agency and found that many of 

them required further in-depth study. That is why they recommended: 

a ••• that a comprehensive report •.. should be completed in time 

for consideration at the second special session of the General 

Assembly devoted to disarmaraent. 11 (Ibid., para. 24) 

That report should be ready~ therefore, early in 1981 so that the 

Preparatory Committee for that session can study it in the course of 

its 'i·rork. 

is the purport )f the draft resolution -vrhich \·Te are submitting 

today. The Secretary-General's report does carry in its Appendix I 

a list of subjects w-hich should be studied in depth in the comprehensive 

report proposed by the group of experts. That list gives a fairly 

clear idea of questions to be dealt 1-ri th in the future. He do not 

wish in any llay to prejudge the conclusions that may be presented. 

Uhat is important is for the General Assembly~ in the course of its 

special session and before that its Preparatory Committee, to have 

before thEm as complete a record as possible. Hhile Governments can 

obviously make their contribution to that record, the study 

undertaken by the group of experts under the authority of the Secretary

General and at the request of the General Assembly is a particularly 

important component. 'Ihat is why we feel that the study 

should be carried out under the most propitious conditions 

in the course of 1980~ that it be concluded in the first months 

of 1981 and, finally, that the appropriate financial and administrative 

provisions may be adopted. 

The idea of establishing an international satellite monitoring agency 

appears to many Governmen·bs to be an initiative susceptible of making a very 

useful contribution to the cause of disarmament within the very difficult and very 

important area of monitoring. Disarmament and security being matters which 
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concern us, we consider that all the international community should have access, 

under suitable conditions, to this modern and indispensable means of 

verification and observation presented by satellite monitoring systems. As 

we recalled in the course of the general debate, this solution is all the more 

necessary since in the next few years the number of States possessing 

observation satellites will have increased considerably. It would therefore 

be abnormal for the international community to be deprived any longer of the 

data that these satellites may provide to verify compliance with 

disarmament agreements and possibly to contribute to the control and 

prevention of the outbreak of crises. 
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(Mr. de I.a Gorce, France) 

However, at this stage it is not a question of the Commission or the 

General Assembly taking a stand on the principle of such a project. It is merely 

a question of carrying throtcgh the task that has been undertaken of preparing 

for the consideration of thE· matter by the second special session of the General 

Assembly devoted to disarmantent. That is why the objections and the doubts that 

certain Governments may have· with regard to the principle of an international 

satellite monitoring agency should not, in our view, lead them to disassociate 

themselves from the consenst.s which we trust will emerge on the continuation of 

the study begun by the groui' of governmental experts under the authority of 

the Secretary-General. 

Mr. NAIK (Pakists.n): The Pakistan delegation has asked to be allowed 

to speak in order to introdt.ce the draft resolution contained in document 

A/C.l/34/L.3 on the conclusion of an international convention to assure the 

non-nuclear-weapon States at:ainst the use or threat of use of nuclear weapons. 

I should like briefly to recall the rationale of the proposal for the 

elaboration of the international convention. As we all acknowledge, the 

existence of nuclear weapon~:, especially the awesome nuclear arsenals of the 

major nuclear Powers, constitutes a serious threat to the security of all States. 

The non-nuclear-weapon StatE!S are most vulnerable to this threat since they 

have no means by which to rt~sist or counter nuclear attack or blackmail. 

As stated in the preaml1ular part of draft resolution A/C.l/34/L.3, the 

most credible and effective way in which the threat from nuclear weapons can be 

averted is through nuclear c.isarmament, the complete prohibition of the use of 

nuclear weapons and strict E.dherence to the principle of non-use of force in 

international relations. VlE~ hope that these objectives will soon be achieved. 

Pakistan has welcomed and supported all proposals and initiatives to this end. 

Yet, until the realization c1f these objectives, the international community must 

build other immediate barriers against the nuclear threat to which the 

non-nuclear-weapon States are exposed. Pakistan drew the international community's 

attention to this question in 1974 in order to take such a first step towards 

credible and real security 1'or the non-nuclear-weapon States. 
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The major justification advanced by each of the nuclear Powers for the 

acquisition and retention of nuclear \-Teapons in their military arsenals is 

that the State concerned is threatened by the possession of nuclear weapons 

by other Powers. Clearly, non-nuclear-weapon States have played no part in the 

decisions of the nuclear-weapon States to develop and deploy nuclear weapons. 

It is therefore entirely invidious that those States should continue to bf:· 

exposed to the threat posed by nuclear weapons. As I have stated earlier, 

until nuclear weapons are entirely banned and eliminated the nuclear Powers 

are under an obligation to assure non-nuclear-weapon States that they will not 

be threatened by these weapons. 

Besides contributing to international peace and security, the extension 

of effective assurances to non-nuclear-weapon States will have a salutary 

impact on the prospects of nuclear non-proliferation. However, it would be 

self-defeating to construe the entire issue in the context of non-proliferation 

or merely as a means of encouraging the establishment of nuclear-weapon-free zones. 

It is not the non-nuclear-weapon States \Thich are under an obligation to give 

further assurances about their non-nuclear status~ it is, rather, the nuclear 

Powers >-Thich must assure them in a credible way that their nuclear weapons 

will not be used against non-nuclear countries. 

It is a matter of satisfaction to the Pakistan delegation that, in response 

to the recommendations of the tenth special session of the General Assembly, 

and of resolution 33/72, adopted at the last regular session, the Committee 

on Disarmament found it possible to include on its agenda the item on 
11Effective international arrangements to assure non-nuclear-weapon States 

against the use or threat of use of nuclear weapons". vle are also gratified 

that in-depth negotiations vrere held on the subject in the> Ad Hoc Working Group 

set up in the Committee on Disarmament leading to the identification of the 

main elements involved in the subject and agreement on certain broad issues. 

As stated in the report of the Ad Hoc \1orldng Group - in appendix II 

of the report of the Committee on Disarmament - there are two broad elements on 

which agreement is to be evolved: the nature of the assurances to non-nuclear 

countries and the form in which they are extended. 
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The positions of variou:3 States l·rith regard to the nature and the 

scope of the assurances to be provided are outlined in paragraph 10 of the 

\lor king Group 1 s report. Pak:~stan' s position on the issue, which, I believe, 

also reflects the general th:~nldng of most non-nuclear States outside the major 

military blocs~ is quite cl1~ar. v1e feel that the nuclear Powers must assure 

all the non-nuclear-weapon Si~ates that they will not use or threaten to use 

nuclear weapons· against the :_atter. L~ost of the nuclear-11eapon States. 

however, have not found it possible to L~ivc such a categorical assurance. The 

declarations vhich were made by the nuclear-weapon States at the special session of 

the General Assembly on disarmament were a w·elccme indication that they recognized 

the legitimacy of the concern of the non-nuclear Powers. However~ with one 

exception those declarations were not only qualified in scope and limited in 

application but also capable of subjective and varying interpretations which 

further reduce their value and corctribution to promoting a sense of security 

among the non-nuclear-weapon States. 

The major nuclear Po-vrer:; encounter difficulties in providing unqualified 

and categorical assurances to non-nuclear-ueapon States because of their 

strategic doctrines and theil~ commitments in the context of their nuclear 

security alliances, primaril;r the North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO) 

and the Harsaw Treaty. But, surely, those non-nuclear-weapon States which are 

outside those alliances should not continue to be exposed to the nuclear threat 

merely because of the 11 strategicn considerations and military alliances of 

the super-Powers. 
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Pakistan has therefore submitted a formul~tion to circumvent the~~ 

difficultil"s by calling for ('Ssurances frc .: tht" nucl~~t!r Powf'r~~ t c. th0!1•· 

non-nucll"~r-weapon States which are not parties to the nuclear security 

arrangements of the nuclear Power s , that is, mainly the non-aligned countries . 

This formulation was endorsed by an overwhel ming majority of the General Assembly 

in resolution 31 /189 C as recalled in the preamble of our draft resolution. It 

is contained in ar ticle I of the draft convention submitted by my del egation in 

the Committee on Di sarmament . My del egation believes t hat this formulation 

provides the most feasible basis for an agreement on a common and uniform 

obliGation by the nuclear Powers to P.ssure the non-nuclear -weapon States against 

the use or threat of use of nuclear weapons . 

ri'he Ad Hoc \-for king Group's deliber ations on the form in which assurances 

should be extended to non-nuclear States were more substantive . As noted in 

paragraph 11 of the Group's report: 
11the question of an international convention was widely discussed" (A/34/27, 

.appf'ndix II, parn. 11) 

as the report adds: 
11There was no objection, in principle, to the idea of an international 

conventi on. '' (Ibid. ) 

This is a. very circumspect reflection of the fact that the modality of a 

convention is generally favoured in the Committee on Disarmament. There are, as 

the r eport mentions , "diffi cultiesn and these will need to be overcome. But this 

i s not surpri sing; nor i s it sufficient reason for the General Assembly to 

hesitate in endorsing the objective of concluding an international convention on 

this subject . 

This is all the mor e so since the elaboration of a convention on this 

subject has been endorsed by the non-aligned countries at their recent Summit in 

Havana, by the Islamic Conference of Foreign Ministers and by the overwhelming 

majority of members who have addressed the subject a.t the current session of the 

General Assembly. 

The preambular paragraphs of t he draft resolution A/C .l/34/1.3 reflect the 

background and developments which I hRve just outlined. These considerations l ead 

inexorao~y to the conclusions which are drawn in the operative part of the draft 

resolution . 
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OperAtive parRr:raph 1 would ask the General A~sembly to a ffi rm the 

conclusion of the Committee en Disarmament about the urgency of reaching 

agreement on effective interr.ational arrangements on this subject. 

Ooer ative parAgr anh 2 notPs with satisfaction t hat there . is no objection in 

principle in the Committee or. Disarmament to an international convention to 

assure the non-nuclear weapor.. States against the use or threat of use of nuclear 

weapons. It is my delegatior..' s belief that if the momentum generated in the 

1-10rk of the Committee on thi~ : subject is maintained, there is every possibility 

that an agreement can be reached on the conclusion of an international 

convention during the sessior.. of the Committee in 1980 . It is for this reason 

that operative paragraph 3 er.dcrst'S t he decision of the Committee on Disarmament 

to continue negotiatiops on 1.he subject at the beginning of its 1980 session, 

and operative paragraph 4 ree:ommends that the Committee conclude the 

international convention on the subject during the course of the next year. From 

what I have said previously, it is clear that this reflects the sentiment and 

position of the wide membership of the United Nations , and particularly the 

non-ali crn~d countries. 

The Pakistan delegation has conducted extensive consultations on draft 

resolution A/C .l/34/1 .3. We are very grateful to several delegations which have 

submitted very constructive and positive suggesti ons and observations to us. In 

th~ light of these consultat:.ons, my delegation has made certain modificati ons in 

the text of the draft resolution. Ue have alre~-:.dy submitted to the 

Secretariat the revised vers::on, which we hope will soon be circulated to members 

of this Committee, but I sh~.l take this opportunity to indicate the changes that 

have been made in draft reso:.ution A/C.l/34/1.3. 

First, the words 11with :;atisfaction" in the sixteenth preambular paragraph 

have been deleted. In the e :i.ghteenth preambular paragraph the words "to 

conclude;' have been replaced by the words 11to elabor ate 11
• After the eighteenth 

preaJHbular paragraph, two adiitional preambular paragraphs have been added . The 

first reads : 
11Also noting similar recommendations made in the relevant resolutions 

of the Islamic Conferenee of Foreign Ministers;" . 

The second new preambular pa;7agraph would read; 
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11Further noting the general support expressed during its thirty-fourth 

:3ession for the elaboration of an international convention to assure the 

non-nuclear~weapon States against the use or threat of use of nuclear 

\-Teapons ; !I. 

Then there are some changes in the operative paragraphs as well. Operative 

parar:raph 1 has bePn reworded as follows: 

"Affirms the conclusion of the Committee on Disarmament that there is 

wic~ recc~nition of the urgent need to reach agreement on effective 

interna~1onal arrangements to assure non-nuclear-weapon States against the 

use or threat of use of nuclear weapons; 11
• 

It will be self evident that we have decided to delete operative paragraph 5 

in response to the views of a number of delegations. Finally, in the revised 

version we have added a last operative paragraph which, like the draft resolution 

A/C.l/34/1.9, would have the General Assembly place the item on: 

rrthe conclusion of an international convention to assure the non-nuclear

weapon States against the use or threat of use of nuclear weaponsrr 

on the agenda of its next regular session. I am hopeful that once the revised 

version of draft resolution A/C.l/34/1.3 is circulated to members of the First 

Committee, they will find that most of the observations and cownents made to us 

in th<:> informal consultations have bt>en fully reflected in our revised version. 

It is also the hope of the Pru~istan delegation that, in the forthcoming 

negotiations in the Committee on Disarmament, the major nuclear Powers 

respond positively to the recommendations of this draft resolution which reflect 

the views of the vast majority of States represented here. Such a response would 

enable the Committee on Disarmament to conclude an international convention 

during the course of the next year. This would be a contribution to 

international peace and security in the nuclear era and to the goal of nuclear 

disarmament. 
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Mr. ADENIJI (Nigeria): I should like to indicate to the 

Committee the results of the negotiations which have taken place on 

draft resolution A/C.l/34/:~.18/Rev.l. It will be recalled that during 

the consideration of this draft resolution it was suggested that some 

deletion should be made in operative paragraph 3. That was the reason 

for further consultation. The sponsors have been in touch with some 

delegations that expressed very strong views on operative paragraph 3. 

'"e arrived at two sets of possibilities. It would seem that the alternative 

that meets the preoccupati)n of most of the sponsors would be the deletion 

of the word 11dates" from operative paragraph 3 and the change of the 

word 11target n to "targets 11
, so that the paragraph would read: 

11Determines that the draft resolution should embody, inter alia, 

an indication of targ=ts during the Disarmament Decade for 

accomplishing the maj)r objectives and goals of disarmament, as 

well as ways and means of mobilizing world public opinion in this 

regard; 01
• 

It would also be fair to indicate that another possible formulation 

was suggested on Friday which seemed to meet the concerns and views of 

two delegations in particular that had very strong views on this paragraph. 

Unfortunately, that formulation 1vas not acceptable to the large majority 

of the sponsors of the draft resolution. I am therefore not in a position 

to accept it on behalf of the sponsors. 

Finally, I should like to state that the name of India has been 

omitted from this draft resolution. India is a sponsor and its name should 

be included. 

The CHAiffi.ffiH: I shall now call on those members who wish to 

explain their vote before the vote. 

Mr. FISHER (United States of America): Last week I made a 

statement in which I explained the reason why the United States would 

abstain in the vote on this draft resolution. Our experience has been 

that target dates are a little bit misleading in this context. 
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It is one thing to vote for target dates, but it is a little harder to 

meet. them. I appreciate the sense of compromise with which the 

representative of Nigeria has eliminated the word "dates", but I can only 

obs<·rve that in this context the elimination of the word "dates 11 does not 

really change the substance. The word 11targets 11 in this context means 

target dates. There is no other reason to mention it, particularly since we 

are dealing with a decade. 

For that reason, we maintain the position that I stated last week. 

Mr. OKAWA (Japan): The delegation of Japan appreciates the 

efforts of the sponsors of the draft resolution before us to amend 

operative paragraph 3. \ve note that the word "specific" was dropped 

fron the original text and we also note that the word "dates 11 has now 

been dropped. It now reads 11 
••• an indication of targets during the 

Disarmament Decade". I should like to say that the Government of Japan 

does not consider it realistic to set target dates for accomplishing major 

obj(•ctives and goals of disarmament. However, my Government has no 

objection to the General Assembly's declaring the 1980s as the Second 

Disarmament Decade and to Member States' continuing even greater efforts 

towards achieving effective disarn:E.I:J.ent measures. Therefore, my delegation 

wil1 vote in favour of this draft resolution. 

I·1r. PFEIFFER (Federal Republic of Germany) : I should like to 

express our appreciation for the work done by the sponsors of draft 

resolution A/C.l/34/1.18/Rev.l and to state that we find our points met 

for the most part by the changes proposed. We shall therefore vote in 

favour of the draft resolution. I should like to add that the word 

"targets 11 does not mean in any way the fixing of specific dates. Our 

understanding is that the word "targets 11 refers to a good objective. 

Mr. ORTIZ DE ROZAS (Argentina) (interpretation from Spanish): 

I should like to express my thanks to the representative of Nigeria for 

his explanation of the changes to operative paragraph 3 of the draft 

resolution. 
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For my part, understanding full well the spirit of negotiation that 

motivated the change, I nevertheless must say that I regret the dropping 

of the word 77datesn, becau:;e that is precisely the word that gave content 

to the draft resolution. ~~he First Disarmament Decade has now elapsed 

without a single disarmament step or gesture being made. Now we are 

going to begin the Second Disarmament Decade, vrhich will probably be 

followed by a third and pe::-haps a fourth, and the same thing will probably 

occur unless the United N~;ions decides to set target dates and to 

exert pressure so that disarmament will in fact take place. 

I feel that it would have been more realistic to leave operative 

paragraph 3 as it stood. I understand the spirit of negotiation that has 

led to the deletion, but in the light of certain statements that have 

been made to the effect th:tt some votes vrill not be cast in favour of the draft 

despite the change, I wond~r whether it was really necessary to drop the word. 

However, understandin,~ the spirit shown by the sponsors, the Argentine 

delegation will vote in favour of the draft resolution. 

Mr. FEIN (Netherlands) : Members will recall that last week I 

asked for a separate vote :m operative paragraph 3 in order to register 

our misgivings with regard to the mention of target dates. In view of 

the statement of the representative of Nigeria, for which we are very 

grateful, I withdraw that request. 

Mr. PETROVSKY (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics) (interpretation 

from Russian): I should like to explain the reasons for our vote on draft 

resolution A/C.l/34/L.lB/Rev.l. 

Our delegation also shares the views of those delegations which 

feel that the establishment of target dates is not realistic, inasmuch as 

it would not contribute to the natural course of negotiations on disarmament 

and would merely give rise to unjustified illusions. However~ the 

removal of the word ''dates" makes it possible for us to vote in favour of 

the draft resolution. 
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Mr. de LA GORCE {France) (interpretation from French): The French 

delegation will have no hesitation over voting in favour of the draft resolution 

submitted to us. We did feel that paragraph 3 in the original text was somewhat 

over-ambitious and was, to a certain extent, unrealistic. As now drafted, it is 

acceptable to us. However, I should like to point out that the French text of 

paragraph 3 contains a very serious mistake in meaning because it implies that 

the main objective of disarmament must be achieved in the course of the 

Disarmament Decade. That is an obvious contradiction in terms and we should like 

the Secretariat to take note of it and to ensure that such important differences 

of substance in the English and French texts are corrected. Moreover, we would 

like this sort of error not to recur in the documents that are circulated in the 

official languages of the General Assembly. 

Mr. MORENO (Italy): My delegation appreciates the efforts that have 

been made to reword paragraph 3 of the resolution in question. However, we 

still have some misgivings regarding the present formulation of this paragraph. 

We should like to point out that the word "targets" cannot, in our view, imply 

the fixing of specific dates for the goals of disarmament. We are, however, 

in agreement with the general purpose and objectives of this resolution and 

with the declaration of the 1980s as the Second Disarmament Decade. We will 

therefore vote in favour of the draft resolution. 

Mr. FISHER (United States of America): I did not request a separate 

vote on paragraph 3, because the representative of the Netherlands had done so. 

He has since withdrawn that request and I would therefore now like to request 

such a vote. 

The CHAIID1AN: The Committee will now take action on agenda item 34, 
11Consideration of the Declaration of the 1980s as a Disarmament Decade", 

contained in draft resolution A/C.l/34/1.18/Rev.l. The representative of the 

United States has asked for a separate vote on operative paragraph 3, which 

now reads: 
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"Determines that the draft resol ution should embody, inter alia, an 

indication of tar gets curing the Disarmament Decade for accomplishing the 

major objectives and gcals of disarmament, as well as ways and means of 

:u:obili zing world public opinion in this regard;". 

The Committee will therefore take a decision first on operative paragraph 3 

of the draft resol ution . 

O-perative paragraph 3 c•f draft resolution A/C.l/34/1.18/Rev . l , as revised, 

was adopted by 120 votes to none, with 3 abstentions . 

Mr. N.ARSHALL (Unii.ed Kingdom): I wish to speak on a point of order 

connected with our considerntion of thi s item. In the light of the vote on 

paragraph 3 that ve have junt taken, my delegation would be quite prepared for 

you, !•ir . Chairman, to ask this meeting whether there is a consensus on the 

resolution as it now stands . 

The CHAIRMAN : Ma:r I then take it that the Committee agrees to adopting 

draft resolution A/C . l/34/1.18/Rev . l 1fithout a vote? 

The draft resolution w;ts adopted. 

The CHAIF..MAN : I :;hall now cal l on those representatives who wish to 

explain their votes at thi s stage. 

Mr. MARSHALL (United Kingdom): l~ delegation voted in favour of the 

original resolution on the subject of the Disarmament Decade in 1969 . We saw and 

continue to see the concept of a Disarmament Decade and its proclamation by the 

General Assembly as a useful spur to the greater effort in disarmament generally . 

For the same reason, we would have liked to support this resolution as a 

whole and we took an active part in the discussions at the end of l ast week on 

the amendment to paragraph 3 . However, we have just abstained in the vote on 

paragraph 3 and I should like to expl ain why . The reason is that the rather 

modest revi sion to the wor ding of that paragraph does not meet our concern about 

the directi on in which thi~ subject is going, namely, that even without the 

reference to dates, this paragraph stil l contains a r equest to the Disarmament 

Commission that it, in effect, established a further negot iating f r amework which 

would be superimposed upon other arrangements which, it is already r equested , 

should be formulated in thE Committee on Disarmament during the next three year s . 
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Mr. RAJAKOSKY (Finland): The delegation of Finland supported draft 

resolution A/C.l/34/1.18/Rev.l, which has just been adopted without a vote, and 

we also voted in favour of operative paragraph 3. 

I should like to state briefly that my delegation is very grateful to 

Ambassador Adeniji of Nigeria for his efforts to improve the operative paragraph 3, 

from which the word "dates" was deleted. 

In our view, attaching dates or deadlines for the accomplishment of objectives 

and goals of disarmament does not in general enhance the chances of the successful 

completion of disarmament negotiations. We therefore interpret the targets as 

including no time element. 

The CHAIRMAN: Before we turn to the next phase of our work, I think it 

appropriate to call attention to a request from the President of the General 

Assembly with regard to the voting procedure followed at the plenary meeting 

last Friday. Rather than attempt to paraphrase what he said, I shall read it to 

the Committee: 

"Given the difficulties in concluding our voting expeditiously today, 

in that several delegations were late for the voting, I should like all 

delegations to be aware of the manner in which I intend to conduct the 

business of the plenary meetings. This is particularly important since, 

during the remainder of the session, we shall be receiving a large number 

of Committee reports and shall be required to take a large number of votes. 

"I should like to restate that it is my intention to begin plenary 

meetings punctually. Secondly, it is my intention to proceed to the vote 

when such is required whenever - and I repeat 'whenever' - the necessary 

quorum exists. 

"For those who arrive late or wish to change any inaccurately recorded 

vote, a system exists whereby representatives may proceed to the voting 

table on the floor of the hall to my left and fill in a special form 

designed for this purpose. 
11I appeal for the co-operation of all delegations in expediting the 

business of the plenary meetings since, as I have indicated previously, 

we have an especially large number of items this year requiring 

consideration by the plenary body." (A/34/PV.69, pp. 77. 78) 
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Delegations will recal:~ that in the early stages of our discussions in this 

Committee I mentioned a sim:Llar procedure, which the First Committee will continue 

to follow where late-comers are concerned when draft resolutions are being voted 

upon. I am always apprecia·~ive of members' co-operation, and I am sure they will 

continue to give it. 

The next phase of our 'Wrk deals with a request by the Ambassador of Mexico, 

supported by the Ambassador of Argentina, concerning a report by the Secretary

General in document A/34/58<3. It was decided that this matter would be dealt 

with this morning following consultations. 

It is my understanding that the former of the two proposals that were made, 

namely, that a draft resolu~ion be submitted, is not practicable, and I should 

therefore like to suggest t:1at the Committee agree, without a vote, to send to 

the General Assembly for co1sideration a draft decision on this point in the 

Secretary-General's report. Paragraph 17 of the report states: 
11The Secretary-Ge1eral points out that these costs cannot be met from 

the regular budget of the United Nations and that, if the General Assembly 

were to share the view that it is desirable that such a study be made, it 

would have to take a decision to that effect, including the administrative 

and financial implications thereof". (A/34/588) 

I should like to suggest that the Committee agree to a draft decision being 

sent to the General Assemblr for consideration, and that this be done without a 

vote. 

Mr. FISHER (United States of America): I think that this comes rather 

promptly, and I believe that more than one representative wishes to speak on this 

subject. I saw two hands in addition to my own going into the air, and it is not 

wholly coincidental that they were the hands of representatives of delegations 

involved in tripartite negotiations on this subject. 

I think we should point out that this study is a study not by Government 

representatives, but by nationals of States who are not representing their 

Governments in this context. Frankly, I believe that sending this on to the 

General Assembly with a recommendation to the Assembly is making a distinction 

without a difference. I think a decision to do so would be premature. 
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Mr. PETROVSKY (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics) (interpretation from 

Russian): I should like ·to explain that in the event of a vote on the Chairman's 

proposal concerning document A/34/588, our delegation would be obliged to vote 

against that proposal. This is because in that document there is a recommendation 

to conduct a study on the prohibition of nuclear-weapons tests. In its approach 

to the solution of the question of conducting any kinds of studies in the sphere 

of disarmament, the Soviet delegation proceeds from the premise that at present 

the principal task should be to strive to elaborate and conclude practical 

agreements on limiting the arms race and on disarmament. 

It is precisely on this that the efforts of States should be focused, within 

the United Nations as well as in the Committee on Disarmament and other forums. 

A very large number of statements have been made in favour of disarmament. There 

is no lack of studies on the various aspects of this problem, studies that have 

been carried out at the national as well as the international level. The time 

has long since come when it is necessary to proceed from words and theoretical 

studies to action. 

In this connexion, we must express our concern at the growing number of 

various kinds of studies on problems of disarmament being conducted under United 

Nations sponsorship which, as a matter of fact, present not inconsiderable 

financial implications without actually yielding palpable results for genuine 

disarmament. In our opinion, independent studies should be carried out only in 

very definitely justified cases. Otherwise, the United Nations will be diverted 

from the discussion and solution of disarmament items in practical terms. 

If we consider the proposal to conduct a study on the prohibition of nuclear 

weapons, it can be stated very clearly that this is precisely a case where there 

is no need for a new, independent study. The point is that this is a concrete 

subject, and one that has been studied in considerable detail over a number of 

years, in political as well as in scientific and technical terms. 
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He do not now need, by means of additional studies, to dem.onstrate the harm that 

may be caused by nuclear tests and the need for their total and general 

prohibition. On the other hand, the scientists of various countries have rather 

fully studied the problem of control of such prohibitions. As th~ Committ~~ knows, 

various separate parts of the question of control are being discussed in the 

framevmrk of the Committee on Disarmament. But on the whole, it may be said 

that the scientific foundExion for ensurine a reliable verification of the 

cessation of all nuclear v;·eapons tests by all States does exist. 

The question of a full and general nuclear test ban in practical terms 

is now being discussed in negotiations between the USSR, the United States and 

the United Kinr;dom. He ct:.n observe today that there has been progress there, 

and we expect that our paltners will not introduce any complicating factors 

into these negotiations, 

No studies, especialJy the kind that are unnec~ssary by th~ir v~ry nature, 

are likely to alter the existing realities. Therefore, we consider such 

stuCiies as are recommended in document A/34/588 to be superfluous. Moreover, 

we cannot overlook the fa<~t that the above-mentioned stucly is related also to 

definite, additional finwtcial e~~enditures which extend beyond the sphere of 

the United Nations budget. 

Therefore, in our statement today, we wish once again to express and to 

record our disagreement w:.th the carryine out of a study on the question of 

the cessation of nuclear ueapons tests, and to have this position of ours 

reflected durinc; the adoption of a decision on this question. 
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The CHAIRMAN: Before giving the floor to the next speaker on this 

matter, I should like to say that it seems to me that we have gone just a little 

beyond the proposal from the Chair, but probably ve will not nmr have to deal with 

thiB again we should come to later on. 

iiy suggestion vras merely that a draft decision be sent ivi thout a vote to 

the General Pssembly~ and if that were not the desire of the members of the 

Fi:rst Co:u1llli ttee, then we 1muld talce another position. But nou that we have had 

statements from the representatives of the United States and the Soviet Union, 

I think that another decision will probably have to be made. 

But the Chair does not intend to open a debate on this item, which vras 

more than sufficiently discussed at our last session, so I hope that lve 1-Till not 

get involved in a debate on this matter. 

!Jr. GARCIA ROBLES (Hexico) (interpretation from Spanish) : I fully share 

the Chairman 1 s vie1v that it would be inappropriate and redundant for us now to 

undertal~e a discussion of the somewhat prolonged and, I must admit, somewhat 

fruitless negotiations taking place among three nuclear Powers. 

But the issue here is something very different, something very 

conerete and very precise. Considering that it would be helpful for the 

Secretary-General to count on the advice of a group of 11Pminent persons"~ 

the General Assembly felt that the Secretary-General might be able to call upon 

these eminent persons to assist him in the preparation of a study on disarmament 

and therefore, by consensus, the General Assembly decided that the Advisory 

Board could him. 

The General Jl...ssembly may have felt that this was because, apart from their 

knowledge and expertise in the subject concerned, the members of the Board 

wouJ.d also enjoy the necessary independPnce in edvising him, since they would be 

acting on a personal basis. As I said, perhaps the General Assembly felt that 

a Board of this nature would be highly useful to him. 
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It might also be very helpful because it would avoid a proliferation of 

studies, and it could be very useful in so far as the Board might seek out other 

persons to assist them in the preparation of their report. Those who may have 

read the basic document on this matter~ which is one that I referred to in my 

last statement on this subject last Friday, document A/34/588 of 7 November, will 

have noted that it contains a report of the Secretary-General on the work of the 

Advisory Board, and will also recall that in paragraph 13 it says that the Board 

discussed a number of proFosals. There were a number; I would even say that there 

were many proposals for the carrying out of studies, and it was only a single 

study which the Board reccmmended should be continued. It recommended this 

because it felt that in tre light of many circumstances that bear upon the matter, 

that study would be extrerr.ely helpful. 

In paragraph 13 itself it is said: 

nThis study was propc sed in light of the fact that the cessation of nuclear 

weapon testing by all States was considered to be an item of the highest 

priority for the negc•tiating body ..• " (A/34/588, para. 13) 

that is, the Committee on Disarmament, not the three Powers which, we know, will 

not be able to derive mucrl benefit or profit from it. Furthermore the Board felt 

that the study "could be c1f great assistance in the multilateral discussions 

in the Committee on Disarmament 11 (Ibid.). That was why the Board recommended a 

study on that subject, and the Secretary-General himself in paragraph 16 

concludes by saying: 

"As he has stated on previous occasions, the Secretary-General considers 

that the conclusion of an agreement on a comprehensive test ban as an 

indispensable step to halt the qualitative nuclear arms race." 

(Ibid., para. 16) 

The Secretary-General goea on to say, and I am not quoting myself, I am quoting 

him: 

"Although this mattel~ has been the subject of much study in the past, the 

Secretary-General feels that any measures which may contribute to the 

conclusion of an agreement are welcome" (Ibid., para. 16) 
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And then he mentions the cost and how the study would be prepared. Therefore, 

on the basis of that, and on the basis of the decision the Chairman adopted 

prPviously, my delegation has taken the liberty of preparing a very short draft 

that I would now beg your leave to submit for consideration in this Committee, 

in order to prepare that decision that we would refer to the General Assembly. 

I shall read it very slowly, and I have already given a copy to the Secretariat 

and I believe that it is at present being processed. This decision would read 

as follows: 
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"The First Committee recommends that the General Assembly shoul d r equest 

the Secretary- General to pr epare the study on the question of a comprehensive 

nuclear test ban recononended by the Advi sory Board on Di sarmament Studies 

and by the Secr etary-General himself . The study should include the chapters 

or secti ons described in par agraph 14 of the releva nt report of the Secr etary

General (A/34/588), aud should be completed in time to be transmitted to the 

Committee on Disarmam.E!nt in t he spring of 1980 , as indicated in t he same 

paragr aph . It should be carried out in accordance with the pr ocedure 

described in par agraph 16 of the Secr etary-General' s report." 

That is t he br ief text tha1; my delegation would submit for decision to the First 

Committee . 

~tr . ORTIZ DE RO~tS (Argent i na) (inter pretation from Spanish): 

Pursuant to my last stat~aent, I should like now formal ly t o support t he text, 

just submitted or ally by t !1e representative of Mexico , of a draft decision f or 

approval by this Committee and referra l to the General Assembly . I shall not 

dwell on the r easons alrea•ly adduced by the representative of fvlexico , but I 

should like to make some ad.di t ional comment~ . 

It i s not my intentio:1 to star t a debate on this subject, in which I am 

ready to heed the Chairman's appeal , and I recognize the right of any delegation 

to r eserve its posit i on on initiati ves or ideas of this nature or any decision 

that may be adopted by the General Assembl y or the First Committee . However, 

I cannot omit mention of s~me of the comment s made by the representative of 

the Soviet Union. 

I must say t hat I am 95 per cent in agreement with what he said about 

concentr at ing disarmament efforts on practical measures and agreements. To 

a lar ge extent I also agree that over the years many studi es have in fact been 

made on disarmament subjects . Those studies have at times proved to be 

extr emely useful, while at other t imes they have merely gathered dust through 

lack of r eadershi p appeal, but t hey have nevertheless contributed to the 

jurisprudence of disarmame·nt . I agree with him that in many cases ther e i s no 

need t o start new studies . Where I disagree, however, is when he speaks at the 
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end of his statement about another study being superfluous and too costly. 

I do not think that a study on nuclear test-ban treaties would be superfluous 

because other studies have already been made. As the representative of Mexico 

reminded us just a few moments ago, the Secretary-General notes in his own report 

that other studies and surveys have been made, but he goes on to advocate this 

study being made now. When we speak of something being superfluous with regard to 

the question of disarmament, we must be wary; and when we speak about it being 

costly, we must be equally wary. Let me cite an example to show how everything 

1.s relative. 

The Soviet Union this year submitted an agenda item, "Inadmissibility of the 

policy of hegemonism in international relations". I think that in the work 

that has been done by the First Committee in that connexion more than the 

$51,000 we are trying to allocate to the study on the test ban urged has already 

been spent. But if we are going to speak of things being superfluous, perhaps 

we should refer to the Charter itself. The Charter is the most important 

document in our Organization, but it is the smallest in format. But if we read 

the Charter carefully and if we read the Declaration on the Strengthening of 

International Security, we may come to the conclusion that the Soviet proposal 

for the condemnation of the policy of hegemonism is also superfluous, since the 

Charter forbids that type of political activity and, beyond the Charter itself, 

the Declaration on the Strengthening of International Security does so also. 

And yet, there would appear to be an atmosphere that is most receptive to the 

Soviet proposal, an atmosphere in which it is not considered to be superfluous, 

and why not? The reason is that, as we say in Spanish, "If there is too much of 

a thing, it can do us no harm". In other words, the strengthening of the 

condemnation of hegemonism may not be amiss today, and if we adopt a condemnation 

of that nature, using terms the same as those adduced by the representative of 

the Soviet Union, once it is adopted we will go from words to deeds, which is what 

we ail are seeking. That is why I say that in matters of disarmament we cannot 

truly talk of what is superfluous. 

Some may feel that this survey on nuclear-weapons testing is superfluous, and 

others may feel it to be very useful because it may encourage the three countries 

that have been discussing the matter for a long time to decide to take the final 
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step and submit a draft teJ<:t. Even if the study served no other purpose, that 

would be justification enough. 

l'vJr. PETROVSKY (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics) (interpretation 

from Russian}: In connexiCln with the statement of the representative of 

Argentina, Mr. de Rozas, I should like to add some clarifications and to shed 

further light on the matter referred to by him. 

First of all, we are cdscussing not the question of the inadmissibility of 

the policy of hegemonism in international relations, but a more concrete question, 

namely, that of the carrying out of a study in regard to nuclear tests. But 

since we have now started npeaking of the other subject, I merely wish to explain 

to the representative of Argentina that in advancing our proposal concerning the 

inadmissibility of the pol:.cy of hegemonism in international relations we do not 

at all intend to plunge thE~ United Nations into the task of carrying out 

additional studies. There we are referring to a rather clear political 

phenomenon of our day that constitutes a very serious obstacle in the way of the 

efforts of our Organization to restructure international relations on the basis 

of its principle:;. It involves the adoption of a simple political 

decision on this item that would make it possible to raise the inadmissibility 

of hegemonism to a universal principle of international relations. There is no 

question of any special study, and I wish to make that quite clear. Perhaps some 

misunderstanding has crept into the interpretation of that matter. On the other 

hand, in the present instance, when studies on nuclear tests are referred to, 

we are pointing out that w:1at is involved is the conducting of studies that, 

instead of directing the e:'forts of States Hembers of the United Nations towards 

achieving concrete and spe,:dy results at talks now being held on the prohibition 

of nuclear-weapon tests, a::-e on the contrary diverting them from that question. 

What is proposed is that a study be carried out on a question that has already 

been quite adequately studLed in the past, at both the national and international 

levels, and, moreover, that further expenditures be incurred by the Organization. 

I therefore deemed it nece3sary to introduce some clarity into this matter. 
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I should like at this time to say that we all realize 

tha-c this question, even though it deals with disarmament, was not a part 

of our agenda. Based on this and in the light of the statements made by the 

representatives of hlexico and Argentina, may the Chair, rather than retract 

the proposal which it made earlier that the Committee adopt a draft decision 

without a vote, recommend nm.; that the Committee adopt a draft decision 

along the lines of the text read by the representative of M<>xico. In this light 

I should like to appeal to the representatives of the United States and of 

the Soviet Union that they accept this proposal without the a vote but have 

their reservt..tions, concerns or objections included in the summary report. 

If this is so~ vre might be able to deal >vith it rather than putting fonrard 

another proposal. 

Hr. YA.NGO (Philippines): My delegation should lilce to associate 

itself with and to support the statem<>nts made by the representatives of Mexico 

and of A.cgentina. 

IIy delegation agrees 1vith the arguments put for>vard by these t\Vo 

representatives with respect to a draft decision that may be adopted by the 

First Committee, the main thrust of which is the recommendation of a study 

rega.rdinc; a comprehensive test ban. 

I should lilce to make only three points. First, the Advisory Board 

on Bisarmament Studies made only one recommendation this year, and this 

is the only recommendation which they made. It is the only subject 

which they believe should be the subject of a study. The Advisory Board 

unanimously adopted this decision in the belief that this is a priority 

issue with respect to nuclear disarmament. 

Fifteen years have elapsed since the conclusion of thE' partial 

test-ban Treaty. It has ali·rays been the wish of the international community 

to have a comprehensive test ban. He are aVTare of the negotiations which 

are in proc;ress, but we are also understandably concerned over the lack 

of proGress in those negotiations. He thought that the conclusion of 

a comprehensive test ban was already at hand, but nothing has yet r<>sulted. 
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Secondly, vrith respect to this recommendation of the Advisory Board 

on Disarmament Studies, this study vTill help 1fi th respect to ongoing 

negotiations. As a matter of fact, one of the criteria adopted by the 

Advisory Board for recommending studies 11as that they would help 

ongoing negotiations. For this reason it is urgent that this study 

be carried out. The representative of Mexico, in fact, stated that 

the report of its results should be made available in time for the 

spring session of the Committee on Disarmament. 

Thirdly, there are many studies that have been made with respect 

t0 disarmament in the United Nations, but these studies are being 

updated. He have, in fact, agreed that the studies, such as those 

for example, on disarmament and development, e;hould be continued. He 

have had previous studies on these subjects, and yet we have approved 

subsequent studies on subjects similar to those that have been studied 

in the past. 

I would not adduce fu.rther arguments on the importance of this 

study. Suffice it to consider the fact that such a study was the 

only recommendation of the Advisory Board and that the Secretary-General 

agreed with this recommendation? as he stated in his report. This is 

my delegation's submission in support of the position taken by the 

representatives of Mexico and Argentina. 

Mr. IY1ARSHALL (United Kingdom): My intervention is really 

procedural. I think the CJ1airman put his fingt>r on the point just now, Sir, 

when he said, if I ht>ard him corrt>ctly, that this item was not on our agenda 

for today. :r.1y request is therefore simply w·hether we could return to 

this matter at a time when it was on the agenda and when the proposal 

which has been read out to us by the representative of Mexico could be 

circulated in writing in t:1e normal way and when we would have had an 

opportunity to consider it:> substance, its financial implications and tht> 

normal matters relevant to it. 
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delegation, for one, was entirely unprepared for this discussion this 

morning. I have the sense that we were not alone. I say this without prejudice 

at all to the substanc<:> of the matter upon which we would re-serve our 

comment later. 

ion to 

The CHAIRMAi.1': I should like to make one correction. Of course, the 

item - if I may call it a'l item -was not inscribed, so to speak, for discussion 

todo.y, but when I said that it was not on our agenda I meant that this was not 

part of the allocation of items from the General Assembly at the beginning of our 

sesE. ion for us to deal with. 

I certainly agree with the representative of the United Kingdom's view, as I 

myself am unable to reread the text presented by the represE>ntati ve of Mexico. I 

would certainly agree to postponing this until tomorrow but would emphasize that 

there will be no discussion on the substance. It will merely be on a 

decision to be taken for submission to thE> General Assembly. This is what we 

1vill be dE> with, and not a discussion or a debate on the proposal contained 

in the report of the Secretary-General. 

The representative of the United Kingdom has said what I was going to 

propose to the Committee, that we deal again with this at our next meeting 

tomorrow morning, but since we have as yet no speakers for tomorrow our meeting 

would be on Wednesday, which means that we would have a long list of resolutions 

to deal with on Wednesday morning. Frankly, I should not like to prolong this 

situation, so I hope that it can be dealt with at our next meeting, be it 

tomorrow or Wednesday. 

Mr. ~~RSHALL (United Kingdom): Since the Chairman has left open the 

possibility that he might consider taking this tomorrow, I wonder if I could 

su~~est that we de not do that. I think it is implicit in what I said cefore that 

there are things which, certainly, my delegation should wish to think about. So 

could we say that we would not take this before Wednesday? It seemed to me that 

it 1muld fit quite well on Wednesday in any case. 
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The CHAir.MAN: ~'his matter will be dealt with at our next meeting 

on Wednesday . I am not certain whether it will be in the morning or the 

afternoon, but we shall taJ.:e up the draft r esolutions first and deal with this 

n:ntter towards th{' E-nd of cur work. At thtit timt·, thC' text that hfis been read out 

by the' r t>Pr<'S<·nta.t iYf! of ~~c xico should hA.Ve been circulated by the Secretariat 

and t=~ll rt>presentativPs will hftVP had· a chanct> t o acquA.int themselves with it. 

I sho~ld like to make the following announcements with regard to 

the sponsorship of draft r E:solutions : Guinea has become a sponsor of 

draft r esolutions A/C .1/34; L.l2/Rev .1, A/C . l/34/L. l4 • .1\./C . l/34/L . l5 v.nd 

A/C.l/34/L. l 9 · United R0putlic of Cameroon, A/C . l/34/L.l3 , A/C . l/34/L.l4 , 

A/C.l/34/L.l5, A/C . l/34/L.J7 and A/C . l/34/L . 21; Gabon, Mozambique and Rwanda 

have become sponsor s of drc.ft resolution A/C.l/34/L . l6; the Federal Republic 

of Germany has become a spc•nsor o f draft resolution A/C.l/34/L. l9 ; Viet Ham , 

draft resolutions A/C . l/34JL. 6 and A/C .l/34/L . 22 ~ and Mauritius, A/C . l/34/L. l3 , 

A/C .34/L.l4, A/C.l/34/L. l5 A/C.l/34/L. l6, A/C.l/34/L.l7, A/C . l/34/L.l9~ 

A/C . l/34/L . 20 and A/C . l/34/L. 21 . 

On Hednesday draft r e£:olutions A/C . l/34/L. l 2/ Rev . l, A/C . l/34/L. 20 and 

A/C . l/34/L. 21 , which ,.,ere included among the list of draft resolutions to be 

considered, will not be tal:en up for consideration because the Committee 

requires information as to the financial implications . On that day we shall 

ther efor e take up draft r eflolutions A/C .l/34/L . 2, A/C . l/34/L . 4, A/C . l/34/L.l3 , 

A/C.l /34/L .l4 , A/C .l/34/L . J.5 , A/C .l/34/L . l6, A/C . l/34/L. 17, A/C. l/34/L. l9 and 

A/C.l/34/1 . 24 . 

Mr . NOLAN (Austrnli a) : A revision to draft r esolution. A/C.l/34/L.l4 

will be coming out tomorr ou. I wonder, ther efore, whether we could delay 

consideration of that draft resolution frcm Wednesday to the next meeting 

at which we shall be considering draft resolutions . 

The CHAIRltiAN: I am sure that that is possible . 
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I just 'dant to ask for some clarification. I dicl. 

not intervene in tbe debate earlier simply because I vranted to address 

myself f'o the Assistant Secretary-General. 

As we know, the Advisory Board on Disarmament Studies has only recently been 

set up, and I believe that its function is to advise the Secretary~Genera1 

on clisarm<.'Inent studies. understanding is that normally it is the 

Secretary"'General who r11akes tl:.e reco1ma.enclation for a study to be undertaken, 

sinee the Board normally advises the Secretary~General. For that reason, 

I should like to knmr ~ not only in this case but as a general rule what 

will be tl:.e procedure in future Hhen the Advisory Board adopts a reco1'llllendation 

for a to be undertaken and, if that study is to see tr,e lip;ht of day. 

what \Wuld be the proper procedure for that study to be approved in the 

General AssC~.!lbly? 

I call on the Assistant Secretary-General. 

Hr, ivlARTINSSON (Assistant Secretary~General > Centre for Disarmament): I 

shoc.;.ld like to reply to that question at our next meet , in vieu of the 

various cora:plications. 

l•lr. ADEIJIJI (:r:ie;eria): Since the Chairman has indicatE>d that 

there might not be a meet tomorrow, and c1raft resolution A/C.l/34/1,19 

is on the list of those on which decisions will be tal;:en on Uednesday, I 

thou.ght it advisable to indicate that there is a likelihoocl of a revision 

introduced to that draft resolution. I clo not believe ttat that revision 

should necessitate postponing a decision on the draft resolution on Hednesday, 

provided delegations are made aware of it able tcmorro,.r 

to obtain of the revised text. 

It also be useful to indicate that the revision is merely a suggestion 

one delefation to complete the original text" That sue;gestion has been 

discussed vrith some ions" which have expresspd tr.eir vievrs 0 As a result, the 

original suggestion has been modified. 
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The suggestion consistn in adding a paragraph to the original text, 

and, as I said, I shall hancl it over to the Secretariat for the purpose of 

having a revised text of th:_s draft resolution issued. 

However, I should like to indicate the area in which the 

revision -vrould apply, so thfct delegations can reflect on it 

and perhaps on the basis of their reflection indicate on Fednesday 

whether or not they will be prepared to take a decision on the draft resolution. 

l'-1y mm view is that this revision should not really cause the postponement of 

a dec is ion on it on l"ednesday. 

The draft resolution in document A/C.l/34/1.19, to which I am referring, 

deals with the United Conference on prohibitions or restrictions of use 

of certain conventional weapons. After operative paragraph 3, there would be 

added a new operative paragraph 4, which would read as follows: 
11 4. Takes note o: the progress made by the Conference Harking Group 

on the General Treaty ,;ntrusted with the preparation of the text of a 

convention to which op-~ional protocols or clauses embodying prohibitions 

or restrictions of use of certain conventional weapons deemed to be 

excessively injurious 1)r to have indiscriminate effects would be attached. 11 

~he following operativ~ paragraphs would be renumbered accordingly. 

I should like to say t1at it was the view of some delegations that, since 

the various issues discussed at the Conference had been mentioned in each of 

the operative paragraphs in draft resolution A/C.l/34/1.19, there should be 

some reference to the work ione on the general treaty. The suggested wordin~ 

which I have just read out has been taken almost verbatim from the report of the 

Conference, so that it should not cause too much inconvenience to any delesation. 

For that reason, it was sug:;;;ested to the delegation which originally proposed 

the addition of that paragr:tph that we should stick very closely to the wording 

of the report of the Conference. 

The CHAI.r\MAN: vle shall keep draft resolution A/C .1/34/1.19 on the 

list of those to be dealt with and see what happens at our meeting Wednesday 

morning. 
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't'1vo reTJrcsentatives have askeC::. to be allm·red to speak in exercise of the 

richt of reply. Before calling on the:m I should lil~e to recall that the time-

limit for the exercise of the right of reply is 10 r1inutes in the first instance 

and five minutes in the second. 

Ivlr. AL-ALI (Iraq) (interpretation from Arabic): Each time the Zionist 

repre:3entative speaks or exercises his right of reply in connexion vrith statements 

made oy the sponsors of draft resulution A/C.l/34/L.l2 dealing with Israeli 

nuclear armament, he avoids discussing the prir·mry qm:stion and 

speaks of conventio~al weapons. He quotes figures in an attempt to persuade 

repre:3entati ves that the countries neighbouring Israel ha.ve military capacities 

which go well beyond that of Israel, as if it were other countries -vrhich are 

occup:ring by force of arms the territory of Palestine and of other Arab countries. 

1 am therefore compelled to reiterate what we have already stated on this 

subjeet. I shall ask the representative of Israel to read what was published 

yesterday by The New York Times where it stated that information received by the 

United States Pentagon confirms that Israel has conventional weapons which assure 

its s~periority over all of the Arab countries up to 1984. 

I might add that draft resolution 1\/C .l/34/Lol2 submitted to this Co;mnittee 

refers to Israel's nuclear veapons. It would have been preferable for the 

repre3entative of the Zionist entity to be able to refute the information 

supplied by my delegation in previous statements, or to ansver 

the soecific questions we have put and which havt:: to do vith the acquisition 

by Israel of nuclear weapons. 

Tne representative of the Zionist entity spoke of draft resolution 

A/C.l/34/L.l2 as an Iraqi proposal. He laid stress on that in his intervention. 

Draft resolution. A/C.l/34/L.l2 has been sponsored and supported by 37 countries. 

It has the support of the majority of States, and in particular of the 

non-alic;ned member States. I should like to recall to the representative of the 

Zionist entity that a resolution on the nuclear arms and conventional arms of 

Israel was adopted by the General Assembly last year wit.h a majority of 72 votes 

in favour, in other -vmrds, twice the number of those votinc; ar:ainst and abstaining. 

The c::>ndenmation in the draft resolution referred to by the re-gresentative of t.he 

Zionist entity is due to the policy of discrimination and aggression 
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practised by his country. There are a score of resolutions adopted every year 

vhich condenm the Zionist e:1tity precisely because of its <:C'lonialist essence. 

Would the Zionist entity vi3h to condemn all the States in conformity vith the 

principles of justice as he visualizes it? The representative of the Zionist 

entity has referred to cert:1in States vhich suprort -che draft resolution and 

vhich have not adhered to t 1e ~Ten-Proliferation Treaty. The States mentioned by 

the representative of the 0ionist entity have no nuclear capacity, even in the 

peaceful sphere. 'I'he majority of those States have no nuclear reactors, and 

those vhich do have them ha~e only small ones designed for 

medical purposes. As for tJe nuclear capacity of my country, my delegation vould 

-v;ish to remincl the members Jf this Cornnittee ttat the reactor in Iraq's 

possession is a small one, ~sed exclusively for medical purroses and for 

research. Its capacity is ::mly l1alf a megavatt, and it is subject to the control 

of the International Atomic Energy Agency. 

As for the Zionist entity, it has tvo reactors, that of Nahal Sourek near 

Tel Aviv, vith a capacity of 5 megawatts, and the reactor of Daimona, vhose 

capacity is as high as 24 megavatts. That reactor alone is sufficient to produce 

fissionable material, plutonium 290, vhich is used in the manufacture of nuclear 

veapons and atomic bombs. It makes it possible to produce three nuclear bombs of 

the type dropped on Hiroshima. In spite of that, Israel refuses to sign the 

l'ion-Proliferation Treaty. >Ioreover, its tvo nuclear reactors are subject to 

no international control vhatsoever. 

iJov, vhat does all this mean? As far as conerns the States vrhich have 

subscribed to the ~on-Proliferation Treaty but have not yet ratified it, 

they are only awaiting the g,ccession of the Zionist entity to that 

Treaty. 

As for the allegations of the representative of the Zionist entity according 

to vhich draft resolution A/C.l/34/1.12 is supported only by Iraq and its allies, 

my ansver is that this means that the Zionist entity does not recognize the 

truth, because 37 countries are sponsors of that draft resolution, among them 

Irao. Horeover, this draft resolution is supported by a 

large number of countries, and the representative of the Zionist entity will 
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find -vr:1en the time ccnes that the countriPs vot in favour 

of thi:3 draft resolution 1,rill not 

Iraq or States which support it. 

only those he has labelled the allies of 

will be, on the contrary, countries which are 

anxious to see international peace and security established and strengthened. 

1Ioreover, the countries which will be aligning themselves on the side of the 

Zionis·r.; entity are those which take into account only own interests and 

seek to sovt destruction and arouse conflicts throughout the world. 

l .. 1e representative of Israel in his intervention said that to charge United 

dation.:; bodies with studies on disarmament only blocks United Nations efforts. 

He denounce the sources of tension and we feel that all these aspects whose study 

we are for fall within the competence of the United Hations, because we 

are all to ensure international peace and se 
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Mr. BUR\HN (Libyan Arab Jamahiriya) (interpretation from Arabic): 

I apologize for speaking because I know that the Committee has important vrork to 

do. But I must do so in the light of the statement made by the representative of 

the Zionist entity, in which he mentioned my country a number of times and also 

in the light of his manoeuvres and attempts to divert our attention from the 

subject before us, nanel~r Israel's nuclear armament and the threat it represents 

to the Hiddle East and to the w·orld at large. He already resorted to this tactic 

when he spoke, not of di~;armament ~ but of oil. That is •.rhy it is necessary for 

me to reply to him. 

First~ draft resolution A/C.l/34/L.l2 was submitted on behalf of a number 

of countries of Africa, As , Latin America as well as Europe. 

Secondly, a number of resolutions have stressed the co-operation that exists 

between Israel and South Africa in the nuclear field - at the Organization of 

African Unity (OAU) and Ht the Islamic Conference. That is why I do not believe 

that the Governments and peoples of the countries represented in the OAU are 

acting in a vacuum nor de) they base themselves on propaganda or as claimed 

by the representative of the Zionist entity. If he is sure that Israel has no 

nuclear arms programme, Yhy does he fear operative paragraphs 3 and 6 of this 

draft resolution which c~.11 on Israel to submit all its nuclear activities to 

inspection by the Interm.tional Atomic Energy Agency and provide for the 

preparation of a study on Israeli nuclear armament? Why is he afraid of this 

inspection and study and why does he not say that his country will co-operate 

-vrith the international organizations? 

vle have become accm tomed to the Zionist entity violating international 

resolutions and avoiding the truth. 

Thirdly, with respect to co-operation between Pakistan and Libya, it has 

been stated on several occasions that Pakistan's nuclear prograrrme is for peaceful 

purposes only. Israel dc,es not want to see any country use atomic energy for 

peaceful purposes, as Libya and some other countries are doing. 

'l'he Zionist represer.tative also spoke of conventional 1.reapons. 

He cas forr';otten that the Zionist entity is second on the list of those 

countries of the world tt at import -vreapons ~ cordn,"" after Iran 

during the time of the St'1h. The Zionist entity is at the head of the 

list in terms of the percentage of armed forces in relation to 

population. It is the first country in the world to have 
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(Hr. Burwin, Libyan Arab Jamahiriya) 

compulsory conscription for women. It is also the country with the largest 

number of foreign experts, not only military experts but in other fields as well 

because the population of the Zionist entity comes from Europe and from North 

and South America, Many of its citizens studied at universities and institutes 

in those countries. The difference between the Zionist entity and the countries 

of the third world with respect to the supply of weapons is that the Zionist 

ent acquires weapons in the form of aid from the United States, one of the 

super-Powers and a permanent member of the Security Council. The countries of 

the third world, on the other hand, pay for their weapons, at the cost of their 

development, in order to safeguard their sovereignty and territorial int 

The meeting rose at 1.15 p.m. 




